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TV Personality, speaker, and author Jane Lockhart, is a celebrated interior design that has joined
forces with Canada’s top furniture suppliers Korson Furniture Design and Statum Designs inc for her
new collection. Recently launched by the trio is Jane by Jane Lockhart, a fresh, consumer driven line
of furniture. The new furniture line modernizes the design process and allows consumers to relax and
have fun with the furniture while using Jane’s colour theory expertise.
Jane by Jane Lockhart offers a new series of 8 seating collections that offers 240 specially selected
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fabrics. The 240 specially selected fabrics are sorted into 42 co-ordinated colour palettes to choose
from. With 8 tailored mood boards, the consumer has hundreds of options. The consumer then can
incorporate fabrics from multiple boards or just stick to one palette. Each fabric is specifically chosen
for their colour, style and most importantly it’s wear and durability. All the fabrics are sourced from
North American mills and each piece is made with solid and engineered hardwood frames. Each piece
is also embellished with design details such as nail heads, feather-wrap seats and full piping. The
collection of 8 impeccably timeless chairs are made at Statum Designs, located in Toronto.
With Canada Day right around the corner and our pride on our minds, our favourite piece from her
collection is the Downey Chair. The Downey Chair is a new, modern take on the 1980′s tub chair.
Available in a beautiful red brick woven fabric, the impeccably designed chair embodies the
sophistication of ‘high-end hotel lobbies’ and is the prefect, elegant Canada Day splurge. As a gift or
a personal purchase, this comfortable piece would be the perfect accent in any room. Available in
other colour schemes, of course, the feather-wrap seats are embellished with striking gold nail heads
that highlight the crisp arm shape and a defined lower back. The sleek contemporary design achieves
the perfect balance of luxury and elegance at a truly affordable price. Styled for transitional looks, the
piece is ultimately given a timeless, everlasting style.
Also available from Jane by Jane Lockhart made in collaboration with Korson Furniture Design are
sofas, ottomans, sectionals, and casegoods. For more information about where you can purchase Jane
by Jane Lockhart send an email to info@statumdesigns.com or visit www.janelockhart.com.
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